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Welcome to the LABReport, a publication by Labbrand’s 

branding experts, bringing you insightful articles on 

market research, brand strategy, and the creative 

aspects of branding.

In this edition of LABReport, we discuss an exclusive 

report prepared by L2 in collaboration with Labbrand 

on the digital IQ of prestige brands in China, “decode” 

the complex topic of brand identity, and discuss 

taglines and slogans from a branding perspective. 

We also analyze three Chinese slogans from the 

automotive industry to discover the future isn’t only 

“green”. 

As our regular readers know, LABReport provides 

valuable information to help build strong brands. Don’t 

forget to regularly read our blog, Brand Source, for up-

to-date and analytical commentary on what brands are 

doing in China and abroad. 

We hope you enjoy the reading!

From the LABReport Team

labreport@labbrand.com

Words from the Editor

P.S. Please add i nfo@labbrand.com t o your address book to avoid 
any antispam 

http://www.labbrand.com/brand-source
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The massive potential for retail businesses in China is no surprise to anyone-

least of all prestige brands. After years of annual double-digit growth, China’s 

booming economy has left tens of millions of consumers seeking new ways to 

spend their disposable income. In 2009, China became the world’s second largest 

luxury market behind Japan, surpassing the United States.

Even though these trends were recognizable at least 20 years ago, many 

prestige brands are still playing catch-up in this diverse and rapidly changing 

marketplace. With 384 million internet users—more than the U.S. and Japan 

combined—much of the competition for customers and brand loyalty will 

play out online. The investment prestige brands make in their own digital 

competence could be a deciding factor in their ability to survive and thrive in 

China, and is likely to become increasingly important as the market matures.

The Digital IQ of 
Prestige Brands in China

An exclusive report from 

L2 and Labbrand
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What is Digital IQ and How is it Measured? 

In July of 2010, L2, a think tank for prestige brands, partnered with Labbrand 

to measure and rank the digital competence of one hundred prestige brands 

in China1. The measurement methodology, “Digital IQ,” gives each brand a 

combined score based on website translation, functionality and content, search 

engine optimization (SEO), social media performance, and digital marketing 

efforts. A breakdown of how each of these components contributes to a brand’s 

overall score is shown in Figure 1.

1.  “L2 Digital IQ Index: China”. Scott Galloway &, Doug Guthrie, June 16, 2009. 

Components of Digital IQFigure 1
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Digital IQ Ranking: China

Overall 
Rank

Brand Category
Category 

Rank
Digital IQ Class Description

1 LANCÔME Beauty & Skincare 1 167 Genius
Search-optimized site delivers on sales and local relevance; manages brand 
community four million subscribers strong

2 BMW Automobiles 1 157 Genius
Strong presence across SNS and BBS sites; online owners’ club connects brand 
evangelists

2 ESTÉE LAUDER Beauty & Skincare 2 157 Genius Site features Chinese celebrities and local products

4 AUDI Automobiles 2 150 Genius
Brand presence is strong in social media; one of only three auto brands that 
maintain active social forums

5 CLINIQUE Beauty & Skincare 3 146 Genius Impressive site platform; could do better tapping potential of the social web

6 MERCEDES-BENZ Automobiles 3 138 Gifted
Ranks highest in social media; Cleverly designed an online ad for its new model 
which was launched on the day of eclipse in China

7 CLARINS Beauty & Skincare 4 137 Gifted Site emphasizes importance of whitening and sun protection

8 ACURA Automobiles 4 130 Gifted
Strongest site ranking in category, but falls short of peers in social media and 
digital marketing

9 CADILLAC Automobiles 5 124 Gifted Site platform delivers, but brand lags in social media

10 WULIANGYE Spirits & Champagne 1 121 Gifted
Only Chinese brand to break into the top 10; strong site traffic and consumer 
relevance

11 LEXUS Automobiles 6 119 Gifted Functional site that is tailored for the Chinese consumer

12 LAND ROVER Automobiles 7 118 Gifted Strong digital presence, but can't compete with site traffic of others in the category

12 INFINITI Automobiles 8 118 Gifted One of the few auto brands that does not offer email opt-in

14 MOUTAI Spirits & Champagne 2 115 Gifted Chinese liquor brand is only in product category to sell online

15 CARTIER Watches & Jewelry 1 114 Gifted
Although brand dominates jewelry buzz its site is poorly translated and boutique 
locations are in English

16 PORSCHE Automobiles 9 113 Gifted Automaker maintains a BBS forum for fans, but IQ hindered by limited site traffic

17 HERBORIST Beauty & Skincare 5 112 Gifted
Local beauty leader keeps pace with global competitors on by virtue of strong 
e-commerce site

18 CHRISTIAN DIOR Beauty & Skincare 6 109 Average
Brand supports limited local content beyond recent long form video set in 
Shanghai but in English

19 LOUIS VUITTON Fashion 1 108 Average Best in class in the lagging Fashion category

19 TIFFANY Watches & Jewelry 2 108 Average
Tops in category in search, but limited social media presence prevents brand from 
entering gifted ranks

19 LUK FOOK Watches & Jewelry 3 108 Average Hong Kong jeweler is the only brand in the category to transact online

22 SHANGHAI TANG Fashion 2 107 Average
Recently launched iPhone application highlights facets of contemporary Shanghai 
lifestyle

“L2 Digital IQ Index: China”. Scott Galloway &, Doug Guthrie, June 16, 2009.

See full 100 brand ranking here

http://www.labbrand.com/sites/default/files/reports/DigitalIQChinaEn.pdf
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A Closer Look at the Numbers

These rankings reveal several interesting trends and correlations with other 

available metrics.  For example, the eight fashion brands measured show a 

strong positive correlation (0.72) between Digital IQ and brand value as reported 

in BusinessWeek’s annual 100 Best Global Brands report2 (Figure 2). For the six 

automotive brands measured in both studies, the correlation is also strongly 

positive, at 0.61 (Figure 2). These correlations do not necessarily mean that 

increasing Digital IQ guarantees an enhanced brand value. Nevertheless, the 

strength of these correlations suggests that the relationship between brand 

value and Digital IQ is not arbitrary. It is possible that valuable brands are more 

likely to have higher brand awareness, and therefore enjoy higher returns on 

the same or smaller investments in digital. Alternatively, valuable brands may be 

more likely to have higher marketing budgets and invest more heavily in digital 

media. 

Figure 2

2.  “100 Best Global Brands”, BusinessWeek, September 2009
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Prestige brands with the highest Digital IQ scores are breaking away from the 

pack. In mature markets, measurements of digital competence show prestige 

brands tightly bunched together - leaders do not achieve significant separation 

from brands with average Digital IQ scores. But in China, digital Geniuses are not 

just in the lead—they’re winning big. For example, the five brands in the Genius 

category boast a mean Digital IQ more than 25 points higher than that of the 

next five brands. In comparison, brands ranked six through ten show a mean 

difference of only 13.2 points compared to those ranked eleven through fifteen. 

As shown in Figure 3, digital leaders start “breaking away” at an inflection point 

around Digital IQ 120. Brands at the bottom end of the ranking demonstrate a 

similar but opposite effect—they lag significantly behind brands with average 

Digital IQ scores.

Fifty-nine percent of the luxury brands in the study of Digital IQ in China were 

also measured in a separate study of the Digital IQ of luxury brands in the 

U.S., dated September 2009. Brands measured in both indices demonstrated 

a correlation of 0.58 between their Chinese Digital IQ and their U.S. Digital IQ, 

suggesting that digital competence in one market can be leveraged in another. 

Beauty brands Lancôme, Clarins, and Estée Lauder show the greatest positive 

disparity between Chinese and U.S. Digital IQ. This suggests their recognition 

of the opportunity to build brands in China through digital media. Meanwhile, 

champagne brands Veuve Clicquot, Moët & Chandon, and Dom Pérignon 

demonstrate the largest negative disparity—none of them support a Chinese 

language version of their brand site. Negative disparities may speak to inability 

or carelessness when translating digital competence from West to East.

Figure 3 Digital Genuises are Breaking away
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Missed Opportunities and Winning Strategies

Most prestige brands earning high Digital IQ scores in China share at least two 

attributes: local relevance and availability across a broad range of media.

Local relevance stems partly from familiarity with Chinese sites like Baidu, 

Kaixin, and Youku, which can be loosely compared to Google, Facebook, and 

YouTube, respectively. But brands doing business in China must recognize 

that for Western sites and their Chinese counterparts, different strategies are 

required; simply translating site content is often ineffective.

While homegrown search engine Baidu boasts 62 percent market share in China3, 

only 39 percent of measured prestige brands come up first in its organic results 

when searching by English brand name. Meanwhile, 94 percent of brand sites 

came up first on Google.cn (prior to its departure from China) when using English 

names. When searching with Chinese names, approximately 30 percent of 

brand sites are not among the top three search results on either search engine. 

This indicates the difficulty of brand name translation for many multinational 

brands. These numbers suggest that many brands approach search visibility 

with a Google-centric mentality that fails to recognize the Baidu algorithm and 

other local nuances. 

3. “China Online”, eMarketer, December 2010
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One way brands can enhance SEO is by creating more opportunities for 

consumer interaction through a combination of social network sites (SNS), 

microsites, bulletin-board systems (BBS) and e-commerce and mobile websites.

Although many prestige brands are eliciting thousands of user-generated 

comments, video uploads, blog posts, and photos on popular SNS like RenRen, 

Qzone, Kaixin001, and YouKu, very few are interacting directly with consumers 

on these sites. As consumers are increasingly expecting brand communications 

to be interactive, rather than one-way broadcasts, digitally savvy brands that are 

beginning to engage directly with users on SNS platforms stand to gain an edge. 

Mercedes-Benz, Audi, and BMW host contests on RenRen, while Dior has a page 

on Qzone. Digital Genius Lancôme boasts an official group on Kaixin001 with 

more than 250,000 members. Johnnie Walker also hosts a group on the platform.

Four of the brands in the study have invested in branded online communities. 

Digital Genius Lancôme launched an online community called Rose Beauty 

in 2006 and has four million subscribers. Estée Lauder and Clarins also host 

branded beauty communities. BMW has created a community for the estimated 

150,000 BMW drivers in China through its MyBMWClub.cn site. Meanwhile, Audi, 

Mercedes-Benz, and Porsche have created simple-interface BBS to help facilitate 

discussions with avid fans. Although the appropriateness of microsites as a 

means of online consumer interaction is debatable, efforts from these brands 

demonstrate a heightened commitment to the Chinese marketplace.

On average, brands that embrace e-commerce boast Digital IQ scores 50 points 

higher than brands that do not sell online. The size of the e-commerce market in 

China may have quadrupled from 2006 to 20094, but only ten of the 100 prestige 

brands in the study offer online transactions. The Beauty & Skincare category 

leads with six of 13 brands selling online. Many prestige brands opt against 

e-commerce for fear it will reflect poorly on the brand’s premium status and 

diminish control over the sales experience. However, as fashion brand and 

China first-mover Ports 1961 is the only foreign brand outside of the Beauty 

category to sell online, making e-commerce available would be a clear point of 

differentiation within many prestige categories. 

4.  iResearch, February 2009
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Conclusion

While at least rudimentary digital competence is essential for prestige brands 

operating in China, specific digital strategies should be customized based on 

a brand’s vision and personality, opportunities and positioning, rather than a 

“check box” approach. As with other brand communication and media, digital 

strategy should be informed by comprehensive and up-to-date market research, 

strengthened by sound analysis and concrete brand positioning, and executed 

with distinctive and compelling creative work. Ultimately, brands with a deeper 

understanding of their Chinese customers, local competition, and familiarity 

with their own reputation and strengths will fare better, both online and off.

In addition to website enhancements, SEO, and SNS, it is imperative for luxury 

brands to develop a mobile strategy. There are an estimated 745 million mobile 

phone subscribers in China5, and more than one quarter of mobile users 

access the internet through their phones6. China has considerably lower in-

home internet penetration than most developed nations, and many Chinese 

consumers move directly from no internet to mobile internet. Yet, only 42 

percent of the measured brands have mobile-enabled sites. Hong Kong brand 

Shanghai Tang is one of the first luxury brands to incorporate a Chinese language 

iPhone application.

5.  Ministry of the Information Industry, People’s Republic of China, August 2009

6.  “Global Device Insight Report”, Nielsen, October 2009
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Brand Identity Decoded
Written by Michelle Ong

Introduction 

Discrepancies between the way a brand presents itself—brand identity—and how 

it is perceived—brand image—can significantly hinder its success. For example, 

public outrage directed at BP over the recent oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico was 

aggravated by the fact that BP had apparently broken its promise to go “Beyond 

Petroleum” and toward more environmentally friendly alternatives. But even 

companies that aren’t likely to be responsible for environmental disasters can still 

avoid brand disasters by creating an identity that ensures a unique and compelling 

brand image, and working to prevent inconsistencies between desired identity and 

perceived image.

How great brands define, 

express, and maintain their 

identities

What is Brand Identity? 

“Brand identity” encompasses a brand’s core idea, values and personality, as 

well as the way it looks, sounds and feels. In order to create an identity that is 

easily understood by customers, every brand must be driven by a powerful and 

unified core idea, and take actions that are consistent with that idea. Failure to 

“walk the walk” can lead to indifference, confusion or worse, aversion (as with 

BP).
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Sports brand Nike revolves around the core idea of ‘victory.’ Closely related 

ideas—also intangible aspects of Nike’s brand identity—include athletic 

prowess, physical fitness, an enhanced life and advanced technology. Offshoots 

of the core idea serve to extend the brand identity for specific needs. For 

example, Nike’s women’s apparel line might play up a more feminine take on 

athleticism, while goods marketed at teens could emphasize the relationship 

between athletic victory and “coolness.” Regardless, the core idea remains 

unchanged.

•     Intangible Aspects of Brand Identity

The core idea that runs through every vein of a successful brand informs its 

larger personality; it serves as a foundation for the brand’s vision, values and 

core competencies. This idea—which managers should be able to articulate 

succinctly—serves as a raison d’être; it makes the brand unique and implies 

a promise to the customer. Ideally, it makes the buyer feel like the product 

was made for them. The simplicity of this core idea is vital to creating a brand 

identity that is consistent and instantly recognizable. 

safety energy convenience

innovation special moments

Figure 1 Several Brands and their Core Ideas
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Identifying the Core Idea

If every brand is built on a core idea, how do companies find the right one?

•     Tangible Aspects of Brand Identity 

Brand identity also includes tangible attributes—that is, those that are directly 

available to the five senses. Hence, the core idea must be conveyed by the 

brand’s logo, colors, typography and packaging, as these elements are the most 

easily and rapidly recognized by customers. 

While the average consumer is quick to relate “branding” to visual elements 

such as the logo, marketing trends have been moving to encompass all five 

senses for a more holistic approach to building brand identity. Martin Lindstrom 

argues, in his book Brand Sense, that “over the past century the advertising 

world has indulged and catered to our sense of sight ensuring optimal visual 

satisfaction. We’ve become visually sophisticated, and we know that what we 

see is not always what we get.”1 Perhaps partly for this reason, companies are 

increasingly tapping the other four senses in order to express the brand’s core 

idea as a more complete sensory experience. These strategies are often highly 

memorable. McDonald’s, for example, created an upbeat jingle for the slogan 

“I’m Loving It.” The strategy proved so effective that in China, McDonald’s hired 

famous Chinese pop singer Leehom Wang to sing the tune in Chinese. 

[see our previous article on Sound Branding].

IDEA

BRAND SITUATION

COMPETITORS:
INDUSTRY 
CONTEXT

CUSTOMER
PERSPECTIVE{MARKET

RESEARCH

Figure 2

1.  Lindstrom, M. (2005). Brand Sense. p. 9. 

http://www.labbrand.com/brand-source/sound-branding-building-sound-identity
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Market research provides crucial information for identifying a brand’s core idea, 

and how it should be expressed for maximum effectiveness. A comprehensive 

brand research program analyzes a brand’s situation by understanding the 

brand’s history, its trajectory for the future (i.e., the leaders’ vision for the brand), 

its core competencies and potential weaknesses. It also scopes out the playing 

field by comparing the brand with its principal competitors, placing it in context 

within its industry and possibly finding gaps in the competitor offerings. Finally, 

research can uncover which attributes are most valued or desired by customers. 

The brand’s core idea is pinpointed by carefully analyzing this information, 

ensuring that it is rooted in truth, differentiated from competition and relevant 

to customers and prospects.

The core idea of the brand should impact both internal and external 

“touchpoints,” or points at which the brand interacts with customers, 

employees or other relevant individuals. A brand’s touchpoints vary by 

situation and strategy, but can be broadly grouped into categories as shown in 

Figure3. Because brands are ultimately judged by their actions as much as their 

messaging, thinking about touchpoints in these categories can help determine 

an action plan for the brand that is consistent with the core idea.

IDEA

PRODUCTS & 
SERVICES

How will this idea 
impact the way we 
invest in R&D? Do 
we need to add or 
eliminate products?

MARKET & 
CONSUMER

Who should we sell to? 
Where?

CULTURE & BEHAVIOR

How will this idea impact 
our organizational values? 
How will it change our day-
to-day behavior?

DESIGN & 
COMMUNICATIONS

How will this idea 
impact the way we 
look, feel, and sound? 
Should we create new 
communications?

Figure 3
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Apple Computers is a second example of a company that has built up a 

formidable legion of fiercely loyal fans. From car decals to tattoos, signs of 

allegiance prove that the brand represents to millions of consumers a mentality 

and lifestyle that goes beyond a product or logo.  

Benefits of Consistent Brand Identities 

Starbucks and Apple are two companies that have 

experienced tremendous success because of strong 

and consistent brand identities that have turned 

the label into a lifestyle. Starbucks has converted 

the ordinary daily ritual of drinking a cup of joe 

into an extraordinary opportunity for indulgence. 

In this way, it convinces the public that it occupies 

a different stratum from the typical corner coffee 

shop. One result: employees feel personally invested 

in the brand, and are thus more motivated and 

hardworking. In turn, the more motivated employee 

makes for a more pleasant customer experience, 

giving Starbucks the ability to charge a premium for 

their coffee.
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Conclusion

A brand’s image—its perception by outside constituents—is influenced by 

its brand identity—tangible and intangible attributes that surround a single 

core idea. Informed by market research, this idea should be true and credible, 

differentiating from competition and relevant to stakeholders (including 

customers, of course). When expressed consistently through messaging, 

design, products and actions, a strong brand identity can motivate employees, 

allow pricing premiums, inspire customer loyalty and keep competitors at 

bay. By “walking the walk” in terms of this idea, brands can avoid perceived 

inconsistencies between what they say and how they act, thereby strengthening 

their brand image.

Such rabid devotion acts as a highly effective barrier to competitors who try to 

enter the market. Just as the quality of Starbucks’ brew is hotly contested by 

coffee aficionados, whether or not Microsoft’s Zune—it’s iPod competitor—

is truly an inferior product is open to debate. But Zune’s ineffective attempt to 

topple iPod’s monopoly was due in part to its inability to swing diehard Apple 

devotees to its side.
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Taglines, Slogans, and the 
Art of Verbal Branding

Expressing the 

brand idea in a few 

little words

Written by Michelle Ong

“Just Do It” is one of the most famous and successful taglines in history. 

Succinct, inspirational and memorable, it helped propel Nike to its legendary 

status. Everyone—from sports coaches to business executives—seems to have 

incorporated it into their everyday lingo. A tagline can be a powerful branding 

tool for a company at any stage, whether niche, growing or leading the market. 

Creating a memorable tagline can be a highly effective way to boost brand 

recall—37 percent of people are more likely to buy a product if it uses a catchy 

tagline1. But a successful tagline is more than a memorable catchphrase—it acts 

as a bridge between a brand name and its identity, solidifying this connection 

in the minds of consumers. To promote brand awareness, a tagline should be 

repeated frequently and consistently across all touchpoints. And, at the very 

least, a tagline must be distinctive in order to differentiate a brand from its 

competitors. In many ways, finding the right tagline mimics the process behind 

brand naming—research, strategy and creative work can all contribute to 

achieving the perfect end result. 

1.  “Guinness tops advertising slogans most used in everyday life”, Telegraph.co.uk, December 19 2008. 
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Taglines vs. slogans

Although the two terms are often used interchangeably, industry insiders 

usually make a distinction between taglines and slogans: taglines have longer 

shelf lives. While slogans can change with seasonal advertising campaigns, 

taglines are found at the heart of a brand’s identity and seldom have expiry 

dates inside of a couple of years. Slogans, therefore, can be catered to more 

specific campaign themes, customer segments, or periods of time.

  Budweiser Tagline “King of Beers”   Budweiser Campaign Slogan “Wassup?!”

2. “G.E. to Spend $100 Million Promoting Itself As Innovative”, Nytimes.com, January 16, 2003
3. “GE: Imagination at Work”, Mediapost.com, May 1, 2003

On the other hand, taglines capture the core idea of 

a brand, and if a brand does change its tagline, it’s 

an indication of a more significant effort to shift 

perceptions of the brand’s position or personality.  

When GE retired its famous tagline “We Bring Good 

Things to Life,” and replaced it with “Imagination 

at Work,” the goal was to move away from being 

perceived as a “lighting and appliances” company 

and “play up the conglomerate's efforts in realms 

like medical technology, robotics, media and 

financial services2.”  In the words of GE’s manager 

of corporate identity, the new tagline is a means 

of “expressing ourselves in a new way for a new 

century3.” 
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Taglines can take on different forms or functions. For example, descriptive 

taglines may state the benefits of a brand’s product or service, evocative taglines 

appeal to emotion, and motivating taglines call the audience to take action.

What makes a good tagline or slogan? 

Good taglines are first and foremost differentiating. 

In a sea of similar offerings, consumers notice 

brands that stand out, and creative taglines help 

brands differentiate from competitors. Apple’s 

brand rejuvenation in 1997 is one example: to 

counter flagging sales and a tarnished image, it 

launched a revolutionary advertising campaign. Its 

new tagline, “Think Different” was a refreshing spin 

on IBM’s “Think.” Rather than trying to compete with 

the reputation for reliability and trustworthiness 

of its chief competitor, Apple positioned itself as a 

dynamic brand with inventive alternatives to the 

status quo. 

Meters/bonwe, China’s leading casual clothesline 

brand, uses the line “不走寻常路,” which roughly 

translates to “Not walking the conventional road.” 

Mercedes Benz uses “Engineered like no other 

car in the world.” Both taglines work wonders for 

these companies because they suggest a benefit 

to consumers who buy their products. Successful 

taglines not only draw attention, but explain how 

a product, service, or organization will fulfill the 

desires and satisfy the needs of customers. 

What’s the point of having a fantastic tagline if no one can remember it? 

Memorability is probably the most important element in determining the 

efficacy of a tagline. While the accumulative effect of repetition over the 

years has a big impact on memorability, emerging taglines can increase their 

“stickiness” through brevity, catchphrase potential, and stylistic devices such 

as alliteration, consonance, rhyme, repetition. When it comes to questions of 

length, shorter—five words or less—is often better.  Catchphrase potential 

can be enhanced through humor, such as Grey Poupon’s “Pardon me, do you 

have any Grey Poupon?” or by co-opting existing, relevant phrases, such as 

Budweiser’s “Wassup?!” or Verizon Mobile’s “Can you hear me now?...Good!” 
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Stylistic devices can also be useful for creating catchy taglines. Nongfu Spring, 

China’s leading manufacturer of bottled water and beverages, employs the line 

“农夫山泉有点甜,” or “Nongfu’s spring water is a little sweet.” The characters 

for “spring” (泉, quan), “a little” (点, dian) and “sweet” (甜, tian) sound similar. 

Not only is the phrase easy to say and remember, its rhyming scheme also 

connects the three words to reinforce its key point: Nongfu’s water has a hint of 

sweetness thanks to its unique spring source. 

To market its baked beans products, food manufacturer Heinz capitalized on 

its German founder’s foreign-sounding name for the tagline “Beanz Meanz 

Heinz.” This creative use of rhyming - not to mention the rare consonance of “z” 

sounds—proved highly successful and was voted the most popular line in the 

Advertising Hall of Fame4. Coined words, puns, jingles and even made-up words 

(like Louis Vuitton’s “Epileather”) are also ways to make a tagline stick. 

Simply being easy to remember isn’t enough. Taglines should also build positive 

brand perceptions through imparting good feelings. Evocative vocabulary is one 

powerful way to create meaning. 

Since slogans are made for shorter running advertising campaigns, it is 

important that they stay relevant to their target market. Taglines, on the other 

hand, should not strive to be trendy at the risk of sounding dated after a few 

years. Since a good tagline stands the test of time, it should work across a 

variety of mediums, functioning like a thread that unifies the stories together. 

Consistency is crucial: numerous taglines and continual changes confuse 

consumers and dilute brand equity. H&R Block, a leading tax-preparation 

company, flipped between the slogans “America’s tax team,” “Just plain smart,” 

and its current “Get it Right” in just a few years. The fragmentation risks leaving 

consumers unable to discern a single brand identity for the company.  

Lastly, in order to fasten the link between a tagline and brand identity, many 

taglines incorporate the brand name. Citibank’s “Because the Citi never sleeps” 

and Finish Detergent’s “Brilliant cleaning starts with Finish” are examples. 

However, some brands may purposefully choose to leave out their names so that 

their taglines or slogans don’t impair future brand extensions. 

4. “The Advertising Hall of Fame”, Adslogans.com, April 10, 2000.
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Conclusion

Whether they’re called endlines, straplines, signatures or payoffs, taglines and 

slogans are an integral tool to building brand equity. The best lines go above and 

beyond their original purpose of pushing a product. They become a part of our 

everyday lingo, and lodge themselves into society’s collective consciousness. In 

today’s Twitter-obsessed culture, these bite-sized chunks of verbal branding are 

the perfect medium to express a brand’s identity.
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Slogan Analysis: 
Car Slogans in China: 
What Colour is your Future?

  

As environment-friendly cars become an increasingly 

important market segment, more and more 

companies are heavily investing in R&D to come 

up with tomorrow’s winning technology. But 

technological trends are only half of the picture; on 

the communication front, car companies are eager 

to dress themselves in green. In China, many foreign 

automotive brands have begun to create innovative 

taglines and slogans in Mandarin. 

In this Slogan Analysis we will firstly analyze the 

meaning of three eco-car slogans. We will then discuss 

Volkswagen and Honda’s differing choice of colours 

to symbolize the environment, as well as Toyota’s 

choice to not mention the environment in its Chinese 

communication for Prius, while heavily emphasizing 

its environmental credentials in the US. Lastly, we will 

look at concepts that other similar car slogans call on 

to reach their target audiences in China. 

Written by Emily Zhang
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Car Slogans in China: 

What Colour is your 

Future?

Volkswagen: “蓝•创未来” (lán chuàng wèi lái) 

•  蓝 blue

•  创 create

•  未来 future

The slogan literally means “the color blue creates our future”. In this slogan, the 

key word is Blue (蓝) and its significance is profound. The colour blue conveys 

an image of purity, balance, preciseness and technology. The word also refers 

to elements such as the sky and the ocean. The colour blue, in Chinese as in 

English, also brings to mind the word “Blueprint” (蓝图), a well thought-out plan 

to achieve something ambitious. As a blue print is a technical document that 

is future oriented, it makes sense for Volkswagen to associate their brand with 

this concept. The Chinese slogan “蓝•创未来” clearly expresses Volkswagen’s 

determination to utilize its BlueMotion Technology to build a brighter future. 
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Car Slogans in China: 

What Colour is your 

Future?

Honda Civic: “以绿色科技描绘未来” (yǐ lǜ sè kē jì miáo huì wèi lái)

•  绿色 green

•  科技 technology

•  描绘 describe

•  未来 future

The slogan can be translated as “Let green technology describe the future”.  The 

colour green symbolizes nature and the environment, while “green technology” 

refers to the eco-friendly hybrid technology. Like Volkswagen’s slogan, Honda’s 

slogan expresses the firm’s desire to build a greener future through technology. 

The major difference, however, is that Honda makes a bolder and more direct 

statement rather than relying on subtle connotations.

Regarding the Chinese word “描绘”, figuratively it means “to describe”, while 

its direct meaning is “to paint”. Thus, the Chinese slogan can have a second 

expression: to paint the future with the green (ecological) color. This gives the 

tagline strong imagery in addition to its verbal meaning. Furthermore, “Civic”, 

the English brand name of the vehicle, relates to the citizen. Honda’s original 

idea for using this name was to position this vehicle for the mass market; 

however, when considered in relation to the car’s green technology, the meaning 

is transformed into civic or social responsibility for the environment. 
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Car Slogans in China: 

What Colour is your 

Future?

Toyota  Prius: 科技先驱 启动未来 (kē jì xiān qū, qǐ dòng wèi lái)

•  科技 technology

•  先驱 pioneer

•  启动 start

•  未来 future

Literally the slogan means “Advanced technology powers the future”. What 

is surprising in this slogan is the absence of any mention to nature or green 

technology specifically.  

The car brand name Prius refers to the word “prior” in Latin, meaning before, 

previously, formerly, etc.  Similarly, in the Chinese slogan, the word “pioneer” 

has the same connotation as the word “Prius” in Latin. According to Toyata, the 

company chose this name because they regard Prius vehicle as the predecessor 

of cars to come. This message is also reinforced in the Chinese slogan. 
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Several interesting points for discussion arise from this analysis: 

Green vs. blue: which colour symbolizes the environment?

Both Volkswagen and Honda have created special slogans emphasizing their 

environmental characteristics; however, they differ in their choice of color to 

support their promises. Generally speaking, the colour green has been used most 

often to represent the environment, so blue may seem an odd choice for eco-

friendly car technologies. However, the color blue, as we outlined earlier, is not 

only associated with images of the sky and ocean and notions of purity, it is also 

closely associated with technology. It is thus an excellent choice for companies 

who want to emphasize the technological aspect of a product while still 

appealing to eco-conscious consumers. To be truly successful, eco-products must 

find customers outside their traditional base (young, educated eco-conscious 

professionals) and remind other consumer groups that eco-friendliness and 

technological performance are not mutually exclusive notions.

A hybrid that forgets the environment?

As we saw earlier, the Toyota Prius’ Chinese slogan completely ignores the 

environment or nature; however, a hybrid vehicle is inherently environmentally 

friendly. The Chinese slogan stands in stark contrast to its American counterpart: 

“Prius, mean but green”. This revision in communicated meaning demonstrates 

differences that exist in consumer perceptions and mindsets in China as 

compared to other countries. While in the US, consumers respond very well to 

environment-related messages; the Chinese customer may not yet place a high 

value on this.  References to the car’s performance may be more likely to woo 

the Chinese consumer. Alternatively, Toyota may have felt that since the Prius 

is a hybrid car which is inherently environmentally friendly, this is sufficient 

emphasis on the environment for the Chinese market. 

Car Slogans in China: 

What Colour is your 

Future?
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References to different concepts in car slogans in China

Technology, future, and the environment

The slogans we have analyzed mention three important elements: technology, 

the future, and the environment. A look at a sample of 93 other car slogans show 

that performance, lifestyle, future, technology and design are mentioned more 

frequently than the environment. This might seem surprising, but confirms 

the need for companies to develop messages that go beyond “Be green and 

good” and appeal to a wider group of potential customers. It seems a lot of 

communication by car companies in China is still focusing on performance. 

Car Slogans in China: 

What Colour is your 

Future?
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